Posing Posies
Approximately 95”x95”

To make the quilt pictured:

You need:

- 6-8 yards of whites and creams
- 2 5/8 yards of red for border and side setting triangles
- 1 yard of various reds for the flower petals
- 2/3 yards of yellow for the flower center
- 5/8-3/4 yard of fabric for binding. (I used black 2 ½” strips.)
Note: This quilt consists of 1 block set on point. It looks like this: *These blocks will finish at 8” before sewn into the top.*

![Quilt block diagram]

**Cut:**

From red:
- 7 - 12½” x 12½”, cut into diagonally two times to make 28 side setting triangles
- 2 - 6½” x 6½”, cut in half diagonally once to make 4 corner triangles.
- 8-10 - 5½” x WOF for border (depends on the width of your fabric, how many strips you need to cut)

From various reds: (This will make 113 blocks as needed for the quilt pictured)
- 452 2” x 2” squares for flower petals

From various whites/creams/tans/off whites: (This will make 113 blocks as needed for the quilt pictured)
- 452 – 2” x 3.5”
- 452 – 2” x 5”

Note: You can strip piece this element if you can cut 3 ½” x WOF of cream/white/off white/tan and a 2” strip of red like this:

![Strip piece diagram]

Cut off 2” segments which will now be 2” x 5” long

You will need 452 of these completed segments like this: Make a variety, choosing various reds for variety, if you desire. Blue would also look great! Or purple, or a mix of colors!
### Construct blocks:

First, make 452 segments that look like this:

Do this by sewing your white/tan/off white 2”x5” to your segment you created by strip piecing. If you did not strip piece, then create a piece that looks like this from your previously cut 2” red square, a 2”x3.5” off white piece and a 2”x5” white/off/white/tan piece.

Each block will need these pieces:

I will demonstrate how to piece this block using partial seams at the end of these instructions.

Make 113 blocks. They measure 8”x8” at this point.
How to make this quilt:

1. Construct your blocks as shown
2. Lay out completed blocks according to this diagram:

3. **Sew together in rows.** Use the diagrams to help you. At the very end of the quilt will be some pictures showing construction of my top and trimming after the top was sewn together. Take a look.

Here is a good article about setting triangles and putting blocks on point.
Here is my top as I was working on it:

4. **Add border.** It is cut at 5½”xWidth of fabric. Sew together into a long strip. Measure through the middle and add to the sides and then top and bottom.

5. **Press well.**

6. **Sandwich**, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer

7. **Quilt** as desired. I used swirls.


Congratulations! Your quilt is finished!

Enjoy!

© 2017 Becky Tillman Petersen
Note: While making the block below, I actually did NOT press between elements of this design. I finger pressed only.

How to piece this block using a partial seam technique

The block:

I am going to try this like Ikea’s diagrams on putting together furniture. They use no words, only diagrams and numbers on their instructions in order to make it understandable to all!

😊

1.
2. 

3. Start about halfway into yellow block to sew seam
Put needle in the seam line where you stopped, overlapping at least a little so that the seam won't come undone.

25. Admire the block (it is flipped in this picture – sorry about that!)